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Combination therapy with radiotherapy and surgery is common with the goal of 

extending the tumor free interval beyond that anticipated with either modality alone. The 
sequence of radiotherapy and surgery and the time interval between these treatment modalities is 
frequently debated.  While preoperative radiotherapy (with subsequent “delayed” surgical 
intervention) was once thought to increase the risk of complications these concerns have not 
been adequately validated in veterinary medicine.  Indications for preoperative radiotherapy 
include the sterilization of the periphery of tumors in locations that prevent wide excision (non-
truncal locations).  Another advantage of preoperative radiotherapy is that the treatment field can 
potentially be decreased; the entire surgical bed, drain sites, and flap donor site would not require 
treatment thereby limiting ionizing radiation delivery to healthy tissue.  Preoperative 
radiotherapy in humans with rectal, esophageal or gastric cancer has been shown to improve 
local control and reduce regional morbidity.  

When radiotherapy is used in the preoperative setting, the surgeon must acknowledge the 
potential for surgical complications. The primary considerations are the effect of ionizing 
radiation on fibroblast multiplication and collagen production. Vascular permeability and 
basement membrane integrity are also affected by ionizing radiation and can result in altered 
wound maturation and repair. These factors have been shown to result in significant morbidity 
when cutaneous and mucosal flaps are utilized in a radiation field in dogs. The severity of wound 
complications has been reported to the higher when reconstruction is performed following 
radiation therapy; however, flap survival does not appear to be influenced by preoperative verses 
postoperative radiotherapy.  The anatomic location of the treatment field also appears to 
influence complication rates with tumors of the head (excluding oral tumors) and neck having 
lower complication rates compared to other sites when preoperative radiotherapy is utilized.      
The ideal timing of surgery upon radiated tissue remains controversial.  Surgery is usually 
performed after acute radiation effects have resolved (generally 3-4 weeks following 
radiotherapy). Fibrogenesis, angiogenesis and collagen maturation are affected in a dose/fraction 
dependent manner and lower dose/fraction has been shown to decrease patient morbidity. The 
clinical implications of a lower dose/fraction upon wound healing are unknown.  

Incisional infection and incisional dehiscence are the most frequently encountered 
complications when surgery is performed following radiotherapy. When regional anatomy 
permits, complete excision of the radiation field may help reduce complication rates. Meticulous 
technique and adherence to surgical oncologic principles may help minimize these 
complications. The importance of a collaborative and planned approach between the surgeon and 
radiation oncologist is far more important than the sequence of radiotherapy and surgery and the 
importance of this interaction cannot be overemphasized.  

Free skin grafts are a frequent consideration for reconstruction following tumor excision 
from the distal extremity and application can be immediate or delayed.  The use of free grafts for 
wound reconstruction following radiotherapy has not been reported in dogs. In humans, the use 
of free grafts applied to irradiated tissue is reported to have 100% failure. To maximize success, 
the author has utilized platelet rich plasma gel in conjunction with free grafts in two clinical 
cases involving distal extremity wounds with >80% graft survival and excellent clinical results.     
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